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Hye Wallace H, Robinson Rte 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 ‘Acting Deputy Adeiniatrator 1/7/16 
GSA 
Washington, DC. 20405 

Dear hy, Robinson, 

Your letter of January 3 begins with an inadequate citation of statutory authority 
for denying my appeal and concludes by inviting me to file suit against you. At the 
seme time you make it impossible for me to file suit by promising some of what I asked 
for under FOIA and in doing this you are conspicupus in flaunting the requirements of the 
Ast, specifying that you did not mest its préwisions and offering no explanation for 
your failure toe 

In each case I will be specific in explaining the foregoing. I recall no previous 
correspondence with you so I will take the time for explanations.e I an not a lawyer. I 
have made extensive use of the Act, have read the legislative history of the Act and the 
amendments to it and ! believe that 4f there 4s anyone who knows more about the JIK 
assassination and its official investigation, in or out of government, I know no such persone If you have any questions about what I represent as fact I offer to take the time 
to answer them. I realize that you have no personal knowledge and must depend on others 
for your information, Especially because of this I also encourage you to make a personal 
examination of the track record between us, in and out of courte 

There ia some confusion in your letter I will address. Consultation With my files is 
not alwaya easy for me. For thie reason and because you spy you are supplying me with 
soue o. the records I will restrict myself now to one subject. Howevers I do note that while you open hy saying that you deny my appeal from R&S "the decision made on November 22, 
1976" (my emphasis) your letter clearly refers to more than one denial and on more than 
one subject. 

You claim it required nine days for my letter to reach you. The Sct does not, to bhe 
best of my knowledge, stat its clock running at the time any appeal reaches any one per~ son. +t is my understanding that this begins when it reaches the agency. Ky appeal vas 
properly addressed. Were your representations accurate you have still exceeded the 20 
working days of the Acte 

From your own deseription your review was inadequate. Your account 1s “We have 
reviewed the material which was originally denied to you by Br. Rhoads and find that we 
are in agreement with his decision." This is not a review. You are not in a position to 
make any review based on an examination of or consideration of "the material which was 
originally denied." I am confident that if you reviewed even the correspendence, and you 
Say you did not, you are aware that relevant records had been withheld from me, that I now have them, and that they stipulate exactly the opposite of this denial. Moreover, these 
withheld records are within a request now almost a decade old, were promised to me if 
they were even released, and then were released to another fvem whon I obtained caplese When they were given te this much later requester they were not sent to me. This requester, 
who has had access to my files for years, sent me copies, precisely because he Imew that 
the Archives had promised me these records and had not provided them. I think the reason 
is obvious. 

Your letter makes no refepence to the fact that this request was once litigated. If 
you had not been made aware of it I do tell you it is C.A. 2569-70. I was pro ge in that 
case. 1¢ was dismissed by the judge for two reasonst the Archives premised to tale the 
pictures I asked for and let me study then; the Archives deceived the judge in a number of ways, including by falee representations by its counsel and by false swearing by Dr. Rhoads. Obviously I could go back to court on this alone, Equally obviously I have not. I do not 
want scandals. |I want compliance with the dct and to be able to continue gy studies without official intervference or obstruction. I now have an additional purpose. | have begun the 
deposit of my work in an archive in a university system. It will be an unofficial archive. I want it to be as complete as poseible for future uses. /) b



if my charges of false representation and false swearing are not true they are actionable. They are true and no actions will be filed agninet me over then, 
What you report 4s a rubber stampe That is not a review. The Act requires a review you admit not having made. While the tine for it has long since expired, I therefore — ask a meaningful review of you, not merely consideration of “the material which was originally denied to" me, : 
If I do not Imow what I will be able to do I can and I de te uw what 1 intend. There are punitive progisions of the amended Act. I believe there other legal renedies avallable to me. I ceegard this denial as extre-legal and for purposes that are specifically probipited in the Act before and after amending, I believe I can prove thise I do not want to make debating points of to take this te court without need go I will give you sone of these proofs, those that should have been asked for by you in a proper review and those that should have been provided to you without your asking so you would be in a position to make # proper review, hot be reduced to being a rubber stamp. 
It is my belief that I am giving you enough information for you to be included in any action I may take over thia denial. I want you to understand that I cegard the original Genial as damaging to me and ny rights and your denial in the sane waye You in addition are damaging the future value and importance of the archive to which + have réferred. 
In your paragraph 1 you claim the (b)€3) exemption, alleging "natters "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute.'" You cite 44 UeSeCe 2107 and 2108 and refer to “reetrictions on their use imposed by the donors and agreasable to the administrator." It is not really this mam way in this case and it most definitjely is not that the represen= tative of "the Kennedy family" inposed these restrictions you claim. The opposite is true. 
The letter agreement was signed by the representative of the executors of the estate of the late “resident. He aia not represent ! the Kennedy family." In addition, thia letter agreenent does provide for pictures being made and given as a substitute for personal examination ef the clothing. 

The claim to avbidance of “undignified or sensataénal use or depiction" is not only frivolous and irrelevant. “t 1s fraudulent. I have asked for plotures of only those gare nents and thoes portions of garments pictures of which were widely publicized by the governnent. I have not asked for any picture of any garunent not so publicized by the government. But in some cases the FBI faked these pictures. I do not want faked pictures. in one case I asked for a Picture of only about a half-inch of a garment. Shrimps will be whistling from the backs of cowa jumping over green-cheese moons when this kind of picture can be used dn an undignified manner. The only possible sensational use ig in exposing governmental dishonesty, end that is outaide any exemption of the laws yt is, however, the reason for the denial. 

1 will give you other specifics on this point alone. You have available the pictures taken by the FEI and stored in the archives. These are pictures of the perfection in photo~- graphic incompetence - and the FBI is aot incompetent. Lxsnine those of the ae the shirt and the jacket and gee if you ean detect sven the pattern of the material. You carnote 
Moreover, were this not true, ny request is limited to pictures that can be used not for sensation but because of their evidentiary value, If you or anyone else can show that this is not the fact I will modify the request to ascure ite The problem this présents to the government is that the evidentiary value is what it wants to suppresse There is no other reason for denying me elear pictures of what was printed countless millions of tine in the form of unclear pictures the unclarlty of which was contrived by the FRI, 
I can simplify this even more for you: the Warren “ornission introduced these items into its evidence, introduced pictures of them into ite evidence, and then printed only meadingless pictures when it published its Volumese 
It is absolutely false to represent as you do of the time of ay request that "As specified in regulations relating to Warren Coumission reference services; researchers



  

are not sold copies of the photographs." 

Nowhere in your letter do you make any reference to this part of my request, 

for dated copies of «li applicable regulations. If you do net provide them, end you 

claim no exemption for them = you merely ignore this - 1 will still be able to phove 

that in order to be able to suppress what I seck the regulations vere rewritten after 

both my request and its denial. 

Your invocation of (>)(6) is ludicrous. Were the pictures I aeck "personnel and 

modieal files and similar files," as they clearly are not and more clearly are not from 

recent decisions, even these are not exempt unless they “would constfitute a clearly un- 

warranted invagion of personal privacy.” 

How in the world is an invasion of privacy possible with duplicates of pictures 

already printed so mony miliions of times and printed initially by the government and 

sold by its Printing offlee? 

But were en invasion of privacy possible, the Act stipulates the added condition, 

"clearly unwarranted." On the assassination of a President evidence of that srime is 

a “clearly unwarranted” invasion of any “privacy?" Were this true, and there is not even 

the claim to it by the government, then what about the Congressional investigations 

authorized for more than a year, including that authorized by the 4Souse last Sebtember? 

it is obvious, + believe, that there is no rational basis for claiming this exemptions 

Your pretenses in which you personaly may be ignocent compel me to make this record. 

You say "an individual's research should be protected from unwarranted incuraiona by 

third. parties. (I agree and there is nothing in my request that 1s Ain any way any such 
incursion.) Only in this way can we protect the integrity of an individual's researche" 
You also sey "You have previously been provided copies of the agreement with the Ken- 

nedy family (sic)..." What you do not say and I want this record to show is how the 
same ~r. Rhoads made an "unwarranted incursion" into_my research on precisely this letter 

agreement, denying it to me under conditions that required 1t be kept in perpetual secrecy 

end then literally solicited another to ask for it, telling this person who had pot aske d 

for it that 4f the request were made under FOI Dr. Rhoads would have to provide it! 

Were this not a sufficient and sufficlentiy unwarranted incursions into my research the 

sane Dr. Rheads did not then mail me a copy of that letter agreement until days after ite 

publication in the form o# anti-ennedy propaganda, his transparent purpose, by this other 

person who is not and ther was not a “researcher.” He was a newsnan looicing for a cheap 

sengatione You lmow, nothing sensational, nothing undignified.if it is false and anti- 

fennedy propaganda it is neither undignified nor sensational. 18 48 is a photograph of 

official evidence it is both undignified and sensational. 

i am fasiljar with that agrecmant. 24 covers the clothing as "Ap,endix A material." 

tinder (2) it specifies that “Accesse.eshall be pormitted..«toe.()any serious scholar or 
investizator of matters relating to the death of the late Fresident.e." “nia certainly 
ineludes mee I published the first book on the Warren Commission and its investigation, 
moro books on it than uny other and am the one person certified by the Department of Justhce 

ask knowing more about it and the FBI's investigation of 1t than anyone in the employ of 

the FUL, Prior to your letter the federai court @f apreale in the District of Columbia held 

with respect to other withfheld evidence that bringing it to light, if it ezista, serv 
the nation's interest. However, I did not request personal examination of this evidence. 

This same agreement provides for photographs as a substitute and I asked for these few 

evidentiary photographse Under then applicable Archives regulations the providing of such 

photographs was mandatory. After denying my perfectly proper request these regulations 

were changed so you could contsnue to suppress that which is exbarrassing to the FOL and 

to otherse as of the tine of my request providing me these photographs was required. This 

Aone accounts for your making no reference to not complyins with that request now and to 

all the munbo-jumbo about (b)(5).



      

I have referred to the providing to snether of intornal memoranda that were not 
provided to me and were not only not provided to a’federelxourt but ware misrepresented 
to it. Thesé withheld and grossly and deliberately misrepresented memoranda and other 
similar record specify exactly uhat I represent, specify the providing of such pictures. 
They date to prior to the slgning of this letter agreement and specify its purposes and 
intente Naturally they conld net be provided to me when 1 would have presented them to 
the court the government deceived. Hor could they have been given to me while thikse non- 
secret pi¢tures were aleo withheld from mee 

if this information was denied you aad GSA i wonid hepe you would both want to Look 
into it end pevhaps do a little shaking up.. uless, of seurse, you are also part of this 
Orwellian operstion of deseribing sup;ression es providing public informatlone 

i would hepe alse that you can understand that your verbel gymastics atout inter- 
agency and intvaeagency memoranda combined with your invitation that 1 sue you perauade me 
not to voluntesr details, 1 have given you more than you require for ascertaining the 

truth for yourself. Iald that ascertaining the truth was your obligation prior to your 
writing RBe 

it is only because of the Archives constant iutent to force me to go to court without 
need and the GSA's rubber-stamuping of this together withsam tour telling me te do the same 
thing that I do not include the names of the others to whom I refer, Unless and tmtil this 
is in court there is no nesde However, with regard to the one solicited to ask for what 
I had been refused, the letter agreement, I tell you that 4 have published this account 
in auch greater detail withoutuproteet from that person or “re Rhoads. That other person 
was Wy sources With regard to the other researcher who has had free access to my files 
and who was given these internal records relevant to my FOIA request when they had not 
been given to me, I have the copies he provided ne in ths dated envelope in which he 
provided tcam and I am without doubt that he will provide an affidovit in muuch greater 
detail than I have. I am mailing him a copy of this and if he informs me to the contrary 
I will inform yous J do not expect thise 

Sincerely, 

Herold SYeisberg


